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Bushrod Kicks Off Another Year
for Moot Court
By Pat Allen
As fall settles in, the
Marshall-Wythe Moot Court
Bar busily prepares for another
successful year. Judging by the
Bar's
history
of
accomplishment and the quality
of this year's teams, someone
better make room on MarshallWythe's trophy shelf.
The Moot Court Bar
consists of 31 third year
students, all of whom qualified
for the Bar by finishing in the
top positions in last fall's
Bushrod Tournament The Bar
is comprised of several teams,
each competing in different
appellate advocacy tournaments
throughout the country. The
Bar sends teams to the
prestigious National tournament,
as well as to the ABA,
Fordham, Jessup, Cardozo, and
Temple tournaments.
Each

Boies:

tournament presents a different
topic for participating teams,
and gives the team members
the chance to travel and
compete against some of the
nation's finest law schools.
The
Bushrod
T.
Washington Tournament, held
ead, fall by the current Moot
Court Bar, is open to all
second
year
students
at
Marshall-Wythe. The purpose
of this in-house tournament is
to give second-years the
opportunity
to
experience
appellate advocacy first hand.
Next year's Bar will then be
selected based on the order of
fmish in this year's tournament.
The
1990
Bushrod
Tournament officially began at
5:00 p.m. on Friday, September
14, with the distribution of the
continued on page three

The First Ninety Days

Having a PSF Summer _..
By Lit Tazewell

This summer the William auctioned off with donated
and Mary Public Service Fund dinners from local restaurants).
Last spring [he student body Trinkle Hall in [he Campus
Drovided three full stipends and From [he combined sources,
elected David Boies as the new Center, a venue reminiscent of
eleven partial grants to students PSF raised over $20,000 last
SBA president on a plaLform a high school gymnasium.
working in public interest law year.
that included six fundamental Another goal that has seen
jobs. The Public Service Fund
The following stories were
goals for the SBA to achieve some
progress
involves
is a student-run, tax exempt written by second year students
within 90 days. These goals expanded opportunities in real
non-profit corporation organized John Fernando, Judy McKenzie
are: 1) Academic Credit for estate law; Boies is approaching
in 1987, to increase access to and Kathleen Wobber, and third
Moot Court, 2) Better Parties, this concern on two fronts. · the legal system by traditionally year student Carolyn Signorelli,
3) Publication of Professor First, the school is currently
underrepresented sectors of the four of the Marshall-Wythe
Evaluations, 4) Expansion of negotiating with the professor
population. To attain its goal, students who benefitted from
Existing Library Hours, 5) scheduled to teach Modem
PSF raises money to provide the Publ ic Service Fund
Hosting Controversial Speakers Land Finance in the Spring to
stipends and grants for students program this summer.
on Campus, and 6) Offering allow more students to take the
interested in working in public
More Courses in Real Estate course.
Secondly, the school
interest summer jobs.
The Whistieblower Center
Law.
Boies backed up his has contacted several locaJ
PSF distributed a total o f .
.
campaign pledge by promising practitioners to discuss teaching
over
$18500.00
among (JUdIth McKenzIe &
,
.
Kathleen Wobber)
to resign as president if he a course in real estate law as a
fourteen students thIS summer.
does not realize all of these pro bono project or part of
PSF raised the money from
A dissatisfied government
goals within 90 days. Starting their
Continuing
Legal
students, faculty and alumni agent wishes to disclose illegal
from the first day of classes, Education. Boies stated that
through a variety of fundraising acts of the government during
this period expires Saturday, several
attorneys
have
activities. PSF raises most of the Iran Contra incident via a
November 24, the weekend of expressed an interest in such an
its money from students during television broadcast of "60
Thanksgiving break.
opportunity.
the annual spring pledge drive Minutes" and is threatened with
Thus far, Boies has persuaded
when PSF asks each student to immediate arrest. A pipe fitter
the SBA board of directors to
Concerning his progress in
pledge one day of their summer at a nuclear power plant reports
unanimously embrace all six general, Boies remarked, "the
earnings.
Last
spring, the exchange of drugs fo,
elements of his platform . To first 30 days will involve laying
Marshall- Wythe
students money and is thereafter "laid
determine what other progress the groundwork for taking
pledged
over
$10,000.00. off." The situations are real,
has been accomplished, "The action, finding out who to talk
Other fund raising activities and in both instances, the
Advocate" asked the new to and setting up meetings.
include Gift Sales (Marshal 1- Whistleblower Center came to
president about his first three This will be followed by
Wythe embossed clothing and the rescue.
developing
and
weeks.
"I met with Dean hopefully
accessories),
Lounge-a-thon
The Whistleblower Center
Sullivan to discuss these issues implementing appropriate means
(marathon lounging in the law is
designed
to
protect
and he is in favor of all but to achieve each goal." Boies
school lobby), Bahamas Blast whistleblowers who are unable
that
publication
of
professor acknowledged
Suitcase Party (winter beach to find representation from
evaluations, " stated Boies. "He implementing academic credit
party and raffle giving away a other
public
interest
likened this to open publication for Moot Court will be the
trip for two to the Bahamas), organizations or practicing
difficult
goal
to
of students' grades and class most
and Dinner Date Auction attorneys.
Its goals are to
He based this
rank." Boies also recently met accomplish.
(popular students and faculty support
precedent-setting
with members of the Alumni largely on the fact that so
Association, who voiced general many different players are
involved in changing the
support for his goals.
Boies noted one substantive system. "Any proposal must
achievement in that Barrister's involve two separate faculty
Ball (Marshall- Wythe's Spring committees, the Board of each point may be achieved passed. Stay tuned to "The
Formal) will be held February Student Affairs of the College within the 90 days." Only time Advocate," which will chronicle
wiII tell.
the ultimate success or failure
16th at the Virginia Ballroom and the Moot Court Board,"
of
this maverick in Marshal 1As
of
the
publication
date,
25
Still, Boies
at the Williamsburg Lodge. sighed Boies.
days of Boies' tenure will have Wythe student government
"I
am
confident
concluded,
The previous Ball took place at
By Chris Lande

Wish You Were Here

litigation and to educate the
public about the rights of
employees to make disclosures
regarding
corporate
or
government fraud, corruption,
or health and safety violations.
The Center is located in the
heart of Washington, D.C. and
is
within
reach
of
administrative agency libraries
as well as the Library of
Congress.
The Whistleblowers Center
gave us the opportunity to
participate in the litigation
process by drafting complaints,
jury instructions, special action
appeals and appellate briefs.
The organizational atmosphere
was friendly, supportive and
extremely casual. The level of
client contact was good for first
year interns.
We had the
opportunity
to hone our
research skills and to work
without too much supervision
or direction.
continued on page seven
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INTER ALIAII
Well, it's been quite a summer.
Justice Brennan .retired, Hussein. never
learned how to share WIth the other chIldren,
and it's almost safe to eat canned tuna.
Legal paradoxes everywhere -- actual
and attempted censorship of art, music, and
defacing the flag; all in the name of promoting
American values.
At the same time, bills
providing for family leave in companies and
enhancement of the Civil Rights Act are going
nowhere, the White House refuses. to
acknowledge any conflict of interest regarding
children of presidents and justice, and our right
to protection against unreasonable searches and
seizures is quickly deteriorating in the wake of
the War on Drugs.
Segue into MarshalI- Wythe -- the
Advocate is your forum, so please contribute.
. Be creative, be serious, be funny, be obnoxious
-- and we'll be here.
To fIrst years: welcome, to second
years: welcome back, to third years: welcome
home.
I saw a man in Colorado wearing a Tshirt with an American flag and the sentiment
"Try to burn tlhis flag, asshole."
Long live the First Amendment.
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EDITRIX-IN-CHIEF
STEFFANIE N. GARRE1T
Managing Editor
Caryl M. Lazzaro ~
News and Features Editor
Tamara A Maddox ~
Sports Editor
Jan A Brown I
Photography Editor
Stephanie E. Burks

II

Heather A Benjamin
Mary Ellen West

Copy Editor
Asst. Copy Editor

Columnist

PeterKay

I
I
I

KOMMNT

Chris Lande, Peter Kay
George Leedom, Brent Allen
Greg Casker, Nicholas Sylvain

I

MARGINAL AESTHETIC DISUTILITY
Sometime between helicopter jaunts to the palatial estates of wealthy women,
the powers-that-be in Virginia decided to allocate the Commonwealth's creativity
resources. On one side of the balance rests the potential for one or two great novelists
or poets. On the other rests the actuality of thousands of people proudly displaying
A
their initials, zodiac signs, and other countless externa~ indicators of selfhood.
legitimate state interest exists in empowering the masses to individuate in an
increasingly homogenous world of mass culture and corporate icons. Virginia's
discount customized plates represent a conscious decision to subsidize this seven-letter
mode of expression over its more time-consuming, and probably much more boring
cousins. Perhaps authorized compromise plates like MBY-DIK or HMLET-37 would
not disrupt the equation and would satisfy dissenters.
THE MARSHALL-WYTHE PARKING LOT
Newcomers to the law school parking lot immediately conclude that law
students are not immune to the charm of the customized plate and can adapt it to
their own specialized needs. You all know who you are. It's not surprising that a
learned profession that one learns mostly through flashcards so likes to promote itself
on cars. First advertising, now ILUVLAW. I can't w ait to advertise my practice
somewhere between the Deal-a-meal and Didi 7 commel'cials on late night TV •
Since attorney ranks somewhere between contract killer and president-forlife of Iraq on the list of America's most popular professions, the wisdom of pledging
allegiance to the bar on one's license plate is, at beslt, questionable. Soothing an
enraged driver whom you have broadsided in the Farm Fresh parking lot by
explaining that, really, sir, -my initials are J.D. or my zodiac sign is LAW may provide
the real-life persuasive advocacy techniques that Legal Skills can't teach.
In a failed attempt to gain in-state residency, I registered my car in
Virginia. The upside to that thwarted strategy are the exciting mailings I now receive
from the DMV, announcing the addition of a SEVENTH letter to the plate, and the
introduction of Virginia College plates. I think I'll hold out until the Liberty
University plates arrive.
CONSTITUTIONAL QUESTIONS
What happens when the customized license plate becomes such an
entrenched mode of American self-expression that it is afforded First Amendment
protection? First, the little old lady in Richmond that denied hundreds of requests for
PNS-NV wIll be fired. Then, the highways of the land will be inundated with messages
like GOD-SUX, FREELUV, or HITLER7. What originated as a clever device to raise
money through the DMV will inevitably result in a chronk, but legally shielded affront
to the sensibilities of drivers everywhere.
'
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of the Marshall-Wythe School of Law.

By Pctcr Kay

Newcomers to the highways of Virginia immediately notice - no, not the
Weems-Botts mus~um or Stonewall Jackson Shrine - but that the patterns of letters
and numbers on license plates frequently appear somewhat less than random. Unless
the more witty inmates at Mecklenburg have been hammering out plates like
BOBSCAR to pass the time, there must be some explanation for this pervasive mode
of automotive expression. The short answer is that Virginia charges less for the
privilege of the customized plate than other states. The long answer is more
complicated.

PUBLIC NUISANCE

Since coming to law school
I've been increasingly aware of
the bad press given to lawyers
and the American legal system.
It's morbid curiosity -- like
slowing down at the scene of
Contributing Wrij fe rs David ~~i~~z~~~7li~a~e~h~~
a car accident or watching
Geraldo. It's also enlightening '- each article, each comment
tells us something about
Production Mannger
Mukta Srivasiav
~ Layout Editor
Ru·s tin Polk ~ oursel ves and the profession
we've chosen. Consider the
following
example.
Production Assistants
Michelle Sedgewick
fu:!y recently reported the
Laura L. Gann
~
Wendy Watson ~ trial of a police officer accused
of making
false
arrests.
Mary Ellen West
(Malanowski, "The Short Arm
of the Law," ~, Sept. 1990).
Part of the officer's defense
Business Manager
Laura L. Gann
was the theory that, even if the
Sales Manager
Katherine Cross
arrestees had been falsely
apprehended,
they
had
Published every other Thursday during the academic year, except
previously
committed
the
act
~ during exam and vacation periods.
Funded in part by the I
Publication Council of the College of William and Mary.
for which they were ultimately
arrested. Not only did the
I Letters to the Editor must be signed, double-spaced and
I accompanied by a disk version, formatted in WordPerfect 5.0. The ~ defense attorney ignore the
~ deadline for inclusion in the Thursday edition is Monday at 5 p.m. ~ rules of evidence, he also
I The Advocate reserves the right to edit suhmissions for reasons of ~ memorialized himself by
~ space and clarity. Pl"inted by the Virginia Gazette.
~
engaging in the following
examination of a man accused
Opinions expressed in this newspaper by columnists and other
I contributors do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial
of "lewdly rubbing himself up
~ staff of the Advocate, or of the students, faculty or administration
against a female passenger on

Reporters

The Advocate

the subway":
Q: Have you ever had an
erection?
A: Sure.
Q: Ever while you were
standing on the train?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever have an
erection while you were
standing next to an attractive
female on the train?
A: No.
Q: When you had an
erection on the train, was .it
due to your lOOking at
someone?
A: Not necessarily.
Q: You mean ...this is
something that just happens on
the train?
A: Doesn't have to be Olfl
the train.
Q: What caused those
erections on the train?
A: The body.
Q: Any outside stimulUls
that provoked the erection ...?
A: No.
Q: Do you think about
certain things on a train that
cause the erection?

A: No.
Q.
What
about
magazines ...?
A: No.
Q:
SO
it
is
your
testimony ... that you can't tell us
the circumstances under which
you get erections on a train. Is
that right?
A: Correct.

Point? Any? (Would we
publish this if there wasn't?)
There's an important lesson
to be learned here. One that a
lot of law students (and at least
one lawyer) have forgotten.
Listen to yourself. Just listen.
And if you sound ridiculous?-be quiet.
Right now, the worst you
can do is annoy
your
classmates and professors. In a
few years, however, you might
fmd yourself in court asking a
man the when, how, and why
of having an erection on a
train. There will be a wrillen
record. And they'll print your
name in fu:!y .

"~"'-------.--------------"'·"~~~I~ii~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Continued from Page One

tournament problem.
Using
that problem (created by third
year Bar member Manny Arin),
participants will be required to
conduct independent research
and to formulate arguments to
be presented before three
judges sitting on the panel of
an imaginary state supreme
court. Each competitor must
prepare to argue for both
parties involved in Arin's
imaginary suit. Oral arguments
will
begin
on
Tuesday,
September 25, with the first
preliminary round and will
culminate with the fmals on
Sunday, October 7. First year
students
will
have
the
opportunity to experience the
tournament
up
close
by
volunteering to act as bailiffs.
All arguments are open to the
public.
Meanwhile, members of
the 1990 National Moot Court
Teams are preparing for the
National competition, whi h
will take place in Richmond in
November. Each year, the Bar

Page Three
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sends two teams to the
National Tournament As has
been customary in the past, this
year's teams consist of the top
six finishers in last year's
Bushrod tournament. The flfst
team includes Steve Nachman
(last year's Bushrod champion),
Monica
Taylor and
Ann
Mayhew; the second consists
of Sabrina Johnson, Tamara
Maddox and Jeff Euchler.
Both teams should fare well,
given
their
previously
demonstrated oral advocacy
skills.
This
past
August,
Marshall-Wythe sent two teams
to the ABA National Appcllarl'
Competition held in conjunction
with the ABA Convention in
Chicago. Both teams (the flfst
consisting of Steffi Garrett,
Karyn
Schmidt and
Lisa
Entress
and
the
second
consisting of Kelly Harrington,
Caryl Lazzaro and Pat Allen)
qualified
for the national
competition by finishing second
and third respectively in last
spring's ABA Regionals. Both
teams won their first argument

in Chicago, only to suffer
disappointing second round
losses which bumped them
from the tournament.
Not
only
does
the
Marshall-Wythe Moot Court
Bar enjoy a fine reputation for
sending highly qualifled teams
to every toumarnent it enters,
the Bar also hosts several
tournaments.
Besides the
Bushrod Toumarnent, the Bar
will host two well-respected
The
tournaments this year.
Spong
Tournament,
a
constitutional law tournament
held each year at MarshallWythe, is sponsored jointly by

its namesake William Spong
(previous Marshall-Wythe dean
and president of Old Dominion
University) and the Virginia
Trial Lawyers' Association
(VTLA).
Approximately
twenty teams from as far away
as California and Texas will
converge on Williamsburg this
February in an attempt to steal
the coveted Spong title from
last year's winner, University
of Maine.
Last year, the
Spong tournament boasted a
fmal
round
judge
pancl
consisting of five members of
the Virginia Supreme Court.
Marshall-Wythc will also

Rehnquist to Visit
Marshall-Wyth e
Chief Justice William Rehnquist
(pictured left) will be visiting
the law school October 18-20
as the first Carler 0. Lawance
Fellaw.
During his visit,
Justice Rehnquist will be
conducting seminars on the
development and operation of
the Supreme Court, and the
role of constitutional theory in
Court decisions.
The Chief
Justice will also lead a large
group discussion on the
importance of public service in
the legal profession.

Bill of Rights Journal
By Camilia Belcher
In addition to the William
and ~ Law Review, the
Administrative Law Review,
and the Colonial Lawyer, this
year the William and Mary
Law School will have a new
student-edi.ted journal published
by the Institute of Bill of
Rights Law under the joi nt
editorship of Co-Chairs Camilia
Bel her and Steve Schofield
and the Institute's Editorial
Board.
Publication of The
Bill QL Rights Law and Policy
Journal is scheduled to coincide
with the 1991 Annual Bill of
Rights Student S ymposium on
February 15-16.
The journal is staffed by
student editors. Applicants for
editorial positions are requested
to complete a bluebook test,
which will be made available
on 0 tober 2 and must be

submitted to the Institute of
Bill of Rights Law office by
1:00 p.m., 0 tober 9. Student
editorial work will consist of
editing submil[ed arti les for

Student attendance will be
determined by a lottery. In
order

content and grammar as we-II as

cite-checking sour es over the
p riod of the n xt year (Fall
1990 and Spring 1991), and
assisting with the journal's
publishing. The pr sent student
editorial staff consists of Dave
Edwards and Joan Quigley, last
year's
editorial
Co-Chairs;
Darrell Garvey; Michael Chu;
Steve Gerber, Tony Braun, and
other
participants.
Staff
members of the William and
~ Law Review have gi en
their advice about aspects of
the editorial and publishing
process. The Bill of Rights
journal project is sponsored by

host the Jessup International
Law Tournament this spring.
As with the Spong tournament,
the Bar expects a fme field of
entrants, including one team
from Marshall-Wythe, as well
as a distinguished panel of
judges.
In short, the Moot Court
Bar anticipates a busy year -one full of the reward and
success which has and will
continue add to MarshallWythe's growing reputation. In
addition, the Bar looks forward
to welcoming its new second
year members who will carry
on its tradition of excellence.

to

drawing,

qualiJ1.J

return

for

the

the

lottery

form to the Dean's Office by
October 3.
the In titute of Bill of RIgh ts
Law, directed by Rodney
Smolla.
A student publication, the
Bill of Rights Law and Policy
Journal will cover the Bill of
Rights and a broad range of
American legal and public
policy issues, thus occupying a
unique niche among William
and
Mary
law
school
publications and other national
law and policy journals.

Sundae Bars
2 for $1.59

Baskin-Robbins Sundae Bars
are featured in your favorite
flavors- Jamoca ' Almond
Fudge, Pralines 'n Cream ,
and new Peanut Butter 'n
Chocolate . You get our
luscious. creamy ice cream
with a flavor filled center and
delicious toppings. all wrapped
in a layer of rich , sweet
chocolate.

September 21 lAND 22

·Supreme Court Preview· features panels of seasoned journalists
jOined by legal scholars.

Now there's nwre to love us for!
Expires October 20, 1990
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THETIRSTANNUALADVOCATE
BACK-TO-SCHOOL SURVEY FOR
1990 - 1991
For the frrst time EVER, the Advocate is proud to p~nt the soon-to-be-annual Annual Official
Advocate Back-lo-School Survey. We hope all our readers will take the time to read through the folIowmg
questions and maybe even answer some of them. Since '!Ie don't expect .anyone to co.m~lete or return the survey
to the offrcial Advocate survey box, we've taken the liberty of tabulatmg and publishing our own resu1~ ... the
offrcial Annual Advocate Answers. Your participation was greatly appreciated. 1bank you. And now, WIthOut
further adieu...
11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 •••• 111 • • • • • 11 •• 11 • • • • • • • • • • • 111 • • • • • • 111 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .111 • • • 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "

• • • • • • • • • • • • • 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

HOW WAS YOUR SUMMER?

a. GREAT!!!
b. TERRIBLE!!!
c. Boring job but great cocktail parties.
d. Boring job but great money.
e. Ask me when it's over....
THE OFFICIAL ADVOCATE ANSWER: A summer associate gets hit by a car
on his way to work. While he's on the operating table, he has one of those
mind-out-of-body experiences and goes to Hell. The devil welcomes him with
open arms and he's given the best of everything: fast cars, easy credit, and
loose women. The law student loves it. But then he wakes up in a hospital
room. He decides things were so great in Hell he wants to go back; he
decides not to change any of his sinful ways. He goes on to become one of
the wealthiest partners on Wall Street and dies at the ripe old age of eighty
a happy man. He arrives in Hell only to find it -- well, hell. He goes to the devil
and angrily demands to know what happened to the Hell he was in as a
young man. The devil just laughs: "Oh that! That was Hell for summer
associates!! "
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PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLWWING - LEGAL SKILLS IS --------

a.
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c.
d.

The best thing that's ever happened to me.
Must be a punishment for past sins.
As realistic as the Simpsons.
An award-winning performance.

THE OFFICIAL ADVOCATE ANSWER: OVER!!
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ARE YOU GLAD TO BE BACK?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Yes.
No .
. Didn't have anything better to do anyway.
Back??

THE OFFICIAL ADVOCATE ANSWER: As Robert Frost once said:
"There are no such things as beginnings or endings ... There are only
middles." If that's true, we never really left.

FOR INTERVIEWEES: The best response to -So, do you have any questions?- is:

a. -What would you ask if you were me?b. -No.c. -Do you know you have spinach stuck to your tooth?d. -Do I get the job?-

~~~~~~·~:<::~-rt

THE OFFICIAL ADVOCATE ANSWER: As a gratuitous plug for PSF (and
because it really is a good question) we should respond with a enthusiastic
-What kind of pro bono policy does your firm have?But, because we're the Advocate (and not the PSF Newsletter) the OFFICIAL
ADVOCATE ANSWER is: "Oh .... do I have to?-

- '~

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN NO ONE WRITES FOR THE ADVOCATE?
THE OFFICIAL ADVOCATE ANSWER: We publish surveys.

All results tabulated by the official Advocate acco\l:{lting firm.
::::;:;:;;;;;;;;;;;:;;.;;:-;,;;;;;.:;;.;.;.;.:;;.:.;.:;:;:;:.;.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:~;;:.:~:~:;:.:~:.:::~:.:::~:.:::::~:~:::~:~:~:::::;:::~:::::;:::::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~;:;:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::~:;;;:;:::;:;:;:;:;;;:;;;;;;;;;:;;;;:;:;:::;:;;;;;;::;::,;;:;;;::':;;;=::::::.

BULLETIN BOARD
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:;:: ::::::;:::::.:.:.:::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::;:;:; ':;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;;;;;;;:;:;:;:;;;:;:; .;;:;:;:;:;:;:;;;;;;;:;:;::;;:;:;:;:;:;:;::::::::::::::"::::':::~r:::::::::::::::::::::;:;~::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::;:;:;:;:;;::::;;;:;:;:;:::~)~::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::;;;;:;:;;::;:::::::::::::::::;:;::::::~:;:::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::;::::::::;::::;::::::i=}][
:::; 1.

Commencement: The 1991 graduation speaker will be
Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia.

;::: u.s.
:;;:
~;~;
(
:;::
::::

::;
::::
;:::
~;~:

2. SBA Calendar: In order to increase awareness of law
school events and coordinate the efforts of all organizations,
the SBA calendar for the 1990-91 school year has been :;::
posted on the window of the SBA office. All organizations :;;;
are expected to participate in coordinating the dates and times}
:;:: of events to prevent conflicts. Please drop a note in David:(.{
( Boies' hanging file as soon as your organization determines ~~
;:;: the time, place, and date of your event. All students are :~:
encouraged to check the calendar periodically to fmd out the
latest info on activities.

?

>

3. Coffee Bar: Because of the dishonesty of a few coffee
drinkers, the SBA coffee bar has been closed. If every
patron had paid the required 25 cents for a normal size cup
of coffee the coffee bar's revenues would have easily
matched expenditures. Amazingly, the SBA lost several
hundred dollars last year.
The SBA cannot subsidize
dishonesty. However, because of the strong demand for the
coffee service we are going to give the system another try.
.... But if people fail to pay, the coffee bar will be shut down
permanently. Some simple rules for a -successful coffee bar:
1) pay your quarter,
2) don't be a pig- take a normal-sized cup and pay for
your refills,
3) if there is less than a cup left in the pot after you have
served yourself, make another pot
4. Barrister's Ball: To celebrate the 25th anniversary of
the Barrister's Ball, this year's event will be the best ever.
The date is set for February 16. The location will be the
beautiful Virginia Room at the Williamsburg Lodge.
::: Expected to attend are major political figures, alumni, and
~~~ leade(s of the local bar.
=:::

SBA PIG R O A S T : : ; : ; ;
::::
;;;
DRINKS!!
:;~;
LIVE MUSIC!! ~~~~
:;:;
:;;;
This Saturday, Sept. 22 ~;~;
@ LAKE MATOAKA
:;:;

FOOD!!

Admission $6 in advance

:;:
The American Association of University Women, ~;:
Williamsburg Branch, will sponsor a wine and cheese ~:~:
reception and tour at the Muscarelle Museum on Monday,
September 24, from 7:00 - 9:00 p.m. The tourt conducted by:;::
the Muscarelle tour leader, will feature the current exhibition :;;:
"Literacy through Art--The Fine Art of Children's
Illustrations." Interested law students are welcome to
:;::
r~ attend. For more information, contact second-year law :}
~;~; student Camilia Joanne Belcher, AAUW Public Policy Chair. ::~:

?

r

$8 "at the door"

AVALON
(Williamsburg Task Force on Bauered Women)
General training session for those interested in helping out at the shelter
,'.'

Saturday, Sept 29, lOam _ 4pm
St. Bede's Catholic Church, Williamsburg

~

For more information contact Laura Gann (3L)
. :-:-.,

'

FALL FROM GRACE
;:::
:::;

:~::

i

At the Campus Center Ballroom, October 13

::::

:=::

;:;:

OPEN BAR

~~~:

1~~~~~~~i~~'tS~:::~:~::::J"""""*"""",,,;:~:::,,:~,",~"~::,:,~",;!~,~~:~;,,~,~,:~:,~:,,~,,:~,,,,~,:,,:,:~~~"""""",<-,:I
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Harris Profile
By Tamara Maddox and Nicholas Sylvain
"What is 2 + 2?" This
difficult equation seems to be
the cornerstone of visiting
Professor O. Fred Harris, Jr.'s
teaching technique, both in his
large first-year Torts class and
in his smaller Products Liability
course.
Possessing a selfproclaimed likeness to a
Southern
Baptist preacher,
Professor Harris conducts his
classes
with
energy
and
creativity. No area appears offlimits in his attempts to make
students "nimble-minded" and
to wrestle with the real-life
problems involved in various
legal topics.
This novel
approach
has
provoked
comment, but these reporters
have heard no student criticism
of Professor Harris ' vigorous
methods. In any case, no third
year students have yet been
observed to close their books
and
leave
before
being
dismissed, despite frequent laterunning class sessions.
Professor Harris is visiting
us from the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,
which is located in a rural
agricultural setting -- or, as he
puts it, "right in the cornfields."
Professor
Harris'
primary
teaching interests at Illinois
include torts, products liability,
e nvironmenta l
law
and
insurance.
The institutional
reputation of Marsh all-Wythe as
an "innovative, up and coming"
law school attracted him to
William & Mary. He plan to
share information about the
Legal Skills program with his
the
colleagues
back
at
University of Illinois.
Professor Harris completed
his undergraduate education at
the University of Arkansas at
Fayetteville, where he was a
political science major and a
math minor. Through Army
ROTC, he was commissioned
as a 2nd Lieutenant in 1970.
He chose to pursue his J.D. at
the University of Arkansas
School of Law at Fayetteville,
where he served on Law
Review.
After law school, he

became an officer in the Judge
Advocate General's office with
duty station at Stuttgart, West
Germany, from 1973 through
1976. He spent those three
years in active JAG practice,
experiencing a wide variety of
criminal cases. In the summer
of 1976, the U.S. Army JAGC
temporarily assigned him to
West Point as one of many
officers from around the world
to handle a cheating scandal
involving over 200 cadets.
Professor Harris then joined
the Army Reserves upon
entering private practice in
Little Rock, Arkansas. As a
member of a small law firm,
he frequently was engaged in
personal injury litigation, as
well as some work in family
law.
After a brief period in
private
practice,
Professor
Harris was persuaded by a law
school mentor to join the
faculty of the University of
Arkansas School of Law at
Little Rock during its formative
years, after which he joined the
law faculty at the University of
Cincinnati.
Currently, Professor Harris
is working on a supplement to
a products liability treatise. He
hopes to collaborate on an
environmental law casebook
with Professor Malone in the
spring semester. Although he
has not had much time to see
the sights of Virginia and
Williamsburg, he has been
impressed by the physical
beauty of the surrounding area,
and looks forward to see:ng
what sights fall will bring.
It is too soon to determine
how much students are learning
in his classes, but they seem at
least to be paying attention.
As Professor Harris remarked:
"you'd have to be dead to fall
asleep in my class."
By the way, for those
readers who are interested in
the answer to that difficult
equation which began this
article: 2 + 2 = 4. That is ,
unless you'd like the an. we. [0
be something else.

Marshall- Wythe student Brian Golden was a candidate for the Massachusetts
House of Representatives in an election held on September 18. Brian ran a
close second in the four-person .race.

PSF Plans Casino Night

By Peter Kay
As part of its successful lotteries, skilled gaming for
series of fundraisers, the Public money is illegal in Virginia.
Service Fund is planning a Upon entering the casino, a
formal
casino
night
on player wili receive play money
Thursday, November 1, in the and a raffle ticket good for a
Campus Center Ballroom. The drawing to be held at the end
festivities will include live of the night The play money
music, dancing, beer and will not be redeemable for
gambling. Proceeds from the prizes or real money. Tazewell
event will enrich the PSF hopes that the excitement of
Scholarsh ip
Fund,
which gambling will overcome the
provides stipends for students. fact that this legal "gambling"
provides no incentive to win.
working in the public sector.
While planning the event, Furthermore, gaming devices
PSF Co-Czar Lit Tazewell had such as slot machines and
to circumvent legal hurdles roulette wheels are also illegal.
thrown up by the Virginia Craps and twenty-one will be
Gaming Board. As opposed to the featured games of the
?ames of pure chance, such as evening.

By hnlding Casino Night the
day after Halloween, Tazewell
wants to turn the entire week
into a final blast before the
onset
of
finals
anxiety.
Hopefully partygoers will "get
drunk, dance and be loose with
their money -- all for a good
cause."
If Casino Night
matches the success of the
Bahamas Blast and the Date
Auction, it will become part of
the regular cycle of PSF
fundraising events.
Any students interested in
assisting with Casino Night
should contact Lit Tazewell
through the PSF hanging file.

Be the next Bob Woodward

The Advocate
Tuesday, September 25

5:30 P.M.

TRAVEL
SERVICE
253 - 1212
WE DELIVER TO THE LAW SCHOOL DAILY

Schmidt

ALL TRAVEL SERVICES AT NO COST TO YOU:
LOWEST AVAILABLE AIR-FARE
AMTRAK AND HOTEL RESERVATIONS
CAR RENTALS

Saving tfu area for over 50 !fears

Jma Cork 804

START PLANNING FOR THANKSG IVING AND CHRISTMAS

CALL U TRAVEL NOW:

253 - 1212 OR 877 - 7227

229 . 1665

Westlaw representative Sue Trask (3L) assigns a JXlssword 131·'D (R.ICJfJ.fO'J{,'D ~O~'D
to another student. The new password system is designed 'WILLlfM.{S']3tlJ!RJj, o/~ . 23185
. ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.. to limit access of the computer-assisted facilities to student ..._ _ _ _ _...._ _ _ _....
Village Shops at Kingsmill, 1915 Pocahontas Trail, Williamsburg
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Virginia Farmworkers Legal
Assistance Program
(John Fernando)
This summer I received a
Public Service Fund stipend to
work for Peninsula Legal Aid
of Virginia . Specifically, I
worked
for
the
Virginia
Farmworkers Legal Assistance
Program.
This program is
designed to serve the legal
needs of the several thousand
furnished
with
grossly
substandard and
unsanitary
accommodations.
Wages are
often deficient, and records, if
any, are inaccurate.
Due to the working hours
of most laborers, our camp
visits were between the hours
of 5 pm and 10 pm.
Our
primary goal was to inform the
workers of the services we
could provide. I never met a
migrant
farm worker
who
received an income above the
maximum eligibile income for
Legal Aid services.
Since most migrants speak
only Spanish, or occasionally
Creole, they are unaware of
many of their rights. Although
legal residents, they are afraid
to complain to anyone of their
problems. It usually took some
time to explain who we were
and to raise their trust to a
level at which they would feel
comfortable talking with us.
After we talked with them, we
would
make
a
general

inspection of the premises and
record a description of the
camp for future reference.
we
seldom
Unfortunately,
encountered a camp where the
conditions were such that no
one complained.
The problems I encountered
at the camps were various.
Some camps had inadequate
housing, a problem which we
were able to remedy through
Some
simple negotiations.
camps had laborers who
suffered from discrimination.
Other camps contained laborers
who were lured into their jobs
fraudulently. At one camp, the
crewleader openly admitted to
us that he brought in prostitutes
after work. We later learned
that he was also selling cocaine
to some of the workers.
Needless to
say,
the
conditions I encountered were
often horrible. The frequent
of substandard
occurrence
conditions and the lack of
attention the migrant farm
workers
received
were
extremely
frustrating.
Unfortunately, politics plays a
large role in preventing change
in the conditions of the
farm workers. Migrant laborers
simply do not have any
bargaining power. I do not
mean to imply that all farmers
treat their laborers poorly; often
it is the labor contractor
(crewleader) who is responsible
for the work conditions. Until

Westchester County District
Attorney's Office

the many legal problems of the
migrant farmers working in
Virginia. My work included
drafting briefs, memoranda,
interrogatories, orders, and
petitions; in addition, I spent a
large part of my time dealing
directly
with
the . client
community.
I was able to
follow a client's case closely to
the actual hearing where I
drafted
direct-examination
questions for the senior attorney
and prepared the client for the
proceedings.
Approximately three days
each week, I traveled with
another legal intern to various
parts of the state to visit the
labor camps.
Most of the
migrant farm worker population
is hidden from view in small
labor camps on the Eastern
Shore
and
South -Side
(southwest of Charlottesville) of
Virginia.
The problems
encountered by these laborers
are
innumerable.
Many
workers are recruited under
false pretenses with regard to
their employment conditions;
frequently they are not provided
with promised housing, or are
migrant farmworkers who make
Virginia their home for several
months each year.
My
internship was unlike any other
employment experience.
Due to Peninsula Legal
Aid's inadequate resources (an
unfortunate problem existing in
most legal aid programs),

summer interns tend to carry a
wide variety of responsibilities.
The state of Virginia employs
only two attorneys to deal with
more people are aware and
speak out for farmworkers,
however, there will be no
motivation to enforce their
rights.
Frustrations
aside,
the
rewards of the internship were
vast. The gratitude I received
and the trust I developed with
the workers was tremendous
once they realized that someone
cared about their conditions.
Most of the laborers had

learned to live with their
situation, largely giving up
hope of any change. The times
we were able to negotiate a
settlement or convince the
farmer to remedy certain
problems far outweighed my
frustrations.
Knowing that I
played a part in remedying an
otherwise
tragically
static
situation was a great feeling.
As both a rewarding experience
and
a
challenging
legal
internship, I would recommend
this
program
to
anyone
interested.

TIlE
mADmON

CONTINUES

(Carolyn Signorelli)
"1 his past summer, the
Public Service Fund provided
funds which enabled me to
receive Federal Work Study for
my position as a Law Intern ~
with the Westchester County
District Attorney's Office in
When my
New York.
employment plans changed at
the last minute, members of
PSF worked after the semester
had already ended to come
through with funding to pay the
employer's share required in
order to receive Federal Work
Study. Their efforts made it
possible for me to do exactly
what I wanted to do: work in
a prosecutor's office.
Becoming a prosecutor has
my
goal.
always
been
Specifically, I hope eventually
to try sex offenders because I
this
kind
of
feel
that
victimization and abuse of
innocent and often helpless
individuals is one of the most
alarming
and
deplorable
problems facing this country.
Hopefully,
by
gaining
exnerience in the District
Attorney's Office this past
summer, I have, with the aid of
PSF, increased my chance to
become an Assistant District
Attorney in New York.
The District Attorney ' s
Office . in Westchester is
becoming
increasingly
overwhelmed as the county' s

population and crime rate risP,.
My position as a Law Intern
entailed working in the Appeals
Bureau doing legal research,
drafting responses to various
appellate motions and writing
appellate briefs. The Bureau's
work is crucial, since most
defendants
appeal
their
convictions and it is often
difficult to predict how the
initial appellate court will
decide.
Therefore,
the
Bureau's legal responses must
be extremely thorough and
.convmcmg to ensure that
defendants found guilty of
criminal offenses serve their
punishment
This summer was extremely
rewarding as I had the
opportunity to work in the area
that I have committed myself
to and to gain much needed
experience and knowledge in
New York criminal law and
procedure.

c

A

F

E

OPEN FOR LUNCH
11:30 am - 2 am

10 0/0 discount on all food, all the time
to W & M students, staff, and faculty
ACOUSTIC ENTERTp~;~MENT (most) MONDAYS
LIVE BANDS EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
10 pm - 1:30 am

765 SCOTLAND STREET
AT WILLIAM AND MARY'S CARY FIELD
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The Advocate's First Annual Football Forecast

SCOREBOARD

By Greg Casker
Exhibition
hockey, future probably will not include
basketball camps and the Red RB Eric Dickerson. Dickerson
Sox choking can mean only has worn out his welcome with
one thing: the NFL is back in the Colts and apparently with
town. It also means that all the rest of the league as well.
respectable newspapers are At the very least he is
obligated to preview the up- suspended for 6 weeks for his
coming season. So to borrow failure to report for a physical
from a colleague: You're which would have sent him to
looking live at the Advocate's the Falcons and bad-boy coach
official preview of the 1990- Jerry Glanville. To fill this void
the Colts will use RB Albert
1991 NFL season.
Bently on the ground and WR
Bill Brooks in the air.
AFC EAST
Not much can be said for
The team to beat in the the New England Patriots.
East is Buffalo.
Internal New coach Rod Rust will have
fe uding amongst players and a QB committee composed of
coaches hampered the Bills last 37-year old Steve Grogan, exseason.
This
year,
team USFLer Marc Wilson and
harmony
has
seemingly rookie Tommy Hodson. The
returned with the creation of a main weapon will be bruising
special council to handle any RB John Stephens, if he stays
disputes. QB Jim Kelly comes healthy. The receivers include
off a strong year and will Hart Lee Dykes and the man
deliver to All-Pro WR Andre who has problems with knives
Reed who led the AFC in and guns, Irving Fryar. On
receiving last year. When not defense the Pats can be strong
throwing to Reed, Kelly will if DE Garin Yeris, LB Andre
try to get the ball to a11- Tippett and CB Ronnie Lippett
purpose RB Thurman Thomas. return from injuries and top
On defense, the Bills hope that draft picks LB Chris Singleton
the injuries that plagued their and DE Ray Agnew emerge.
The Jets are a team, if not
linebackers last year do not
return. Shane Conlan and on the verge of greatness, at
Cornelius Bennett must be least on the verge of a winning
healthy to support All-Pro DE season. Rookie coach Bruce
Cos let is starting Ken O'Brien
Bruce Smith.
Year in and year out the as his starting QB, but O'Brien
Miami Dolphins rely on QB will be pushed by childhood
Dan Marino to throw more friend Tony Eason. The running
touchdowns than their porous game shoulO improve with the
defense allows. This season's drafting of RB Blair Thomas to
defense, however, may have complement Freeman Mcneil
Dan and the fans smiling once and Johnny Hector. WR AI
again. Hard-hitting S Louis Toon went to the pro bowl last
Oliver will team with newly- year and New York picked up
acquired CB Tim Mckyer (Ex- Rob Moore out of Syracuse in
4ger) to anchor the secondary the supplemental dmft The Jets
while
All-Pro
LB
John defense will show up for the
Offerdahl combines with 10- games, but that is about all.
year vetemn Hugh Green to AFC CENTRAL
provide
support
for
an
The Cincinnati Bengals
undistinguished defensive line. should win this division, but all
If the defense fails, the offense four teams will contend for the
still possesses many weapons. title. Boomer and company will
Marino can throw long to WRs continue to be potent RB
Mark Clayton, Mark Duper and James Brooks set a team
Fred Banks or throw short to rushing record last year and
1E Ferrell Edmunds and a11- more than made up for the loss
purpose back Jim "Crash" of Ickey Woods, who is
Jensen. The running game has expected back this season.
returned to Miami as Sammie Boomer's targets are WRs Tim
Smith has emerged as a top McGee and Eddie Brown and
flight RB.
1E Rodney Hampton. The
The
question
in defense needs to work on
Indianapolis is whether GM stopping the run, but as long as
Jim Irsay is a madman or a they can hold opponents to one
genius. By tmding established less touchdown than their
OT Chris Hinton and young explosive offense produces, the
WR Andre Rison for unproven Bengals will be in good shape.
QB Jeff George, Jrsay is
Pittsburgh will depend on
looking
to the future. The its defense to win games this

year. New offensive coordinator
Joe Walton has apparently
created an offensive scheme too
difficult for QB Bubby Brister
to execute. (By thl~ way,
anybody choosing Bubby in a
fantasy league must be ecstatic
with his performance the first
two weeks.) Fumbling RBs Tim
Worley and Merrill Hoge lead
the running game while WRs
Louis Lipps and Derrick Hill
race up and down the field
waiting for passes that never
arrive.
The Houston Oilers have
gone to a run and shoot offense
that is giving QB Warren
Moon plenty of passing yards
but also plenty of lNTs. RBs
Mike Rozier, Allan Pinkett and
Lorenzo White continue to be
underused and the defense
comes off a year where they
led the AFC in points allowed.
This equation results in a long
year for Oilers fans who may
end up chanting "Bring back
Jerry." Then again, maybe not.
Bernie's arm is dead in
Cleveland. That means that the
running game must take over.
The running game consists of
Eric Metcalf, Tim Manoa,
Barry Redden, Mike Oliphant
and Kevin Mack. Enough said.
AFC West
The Kansas City Chiefs,
behind Nigerian Nightmare
Christian Okoye and an easy
schedule, will win the division.
Denver is still waiting. The rest
of the division is honrible and
even Bo knows that.
NFC EAST
THE REDSKINS WILL
TAKE THE EAST!
NFC CENTRAL
Who cares. (LOCal note:
William and Mary ,graduate
Steve Christie is kicking for the
Buccaneers)
NFC WEST
Montana to Rice, Montana
to Taylor, Montana to Craig,
Montana to Rathman. Sound
familiar. The 4gers are primed
for getting "one for the thumb
in '91." They will get stiff
competition from both the
Rams and the newly-attired
Falcons and their lovable coach
Jerry Glanville. The West will
be
the most entertaining
division in football this year.
That ends the preview for
this year. I'll be back later in
the season to provide even
more expert analysis of the
NFL. Hopefully, the coffee bar
wjll be open by then.

BIKESMITH
R G

Leedow on P.A.D. Opener

B. Allen on Law Sox
It is reported that "Law
Sox" arrival at the astro-turf
field
(essentially
a
low
maintenance rug that Floridians .
assume is what God intended a
lawn to be) elicited the
comment "Boy, those guys look
old." In fairness, we did. To
wit, team captain, Chris (the
Hovercraft) Lande was in the
midst of his 28th birthday.
Enlisting age as our ally we
transformed the field into a
vineyard where we crushed
them like grapes . . . they in
turn did nothing but whine.
Sylvie Derdeyn, official
score
keeper,
constructive
tobacco
chewer,
and
"designated spitter" kept track
as J.R. easily made the .
transition from fairway to
{airball; Dennis (am I here?,
well who's calling?) Kerrigan
put one out of the park and
nearly put out the catcher as
well; Joel took time out from
lL briefmg to round the bases
a number of times; Sean (dig
and gun) McDonough proved,
with a cross-body rocket from
third to first, that field sense
was in no way dependant upon
snug biking shorts as the evertrendy and marginally single,
Rob Gamier espOused; Larry
Os.IP.ma ,

thp.

Pe.te.

Ro<;.p.

of

Williamsburg, exhibited not
only omnipresence as a fielder,
but also an uncanny ability to
place hits . . . unfortunately he
did so by placing them in and
around the head of our own
pitcher (almost a no hitterDennis) during warm-up. Andy
Condlin proved a big dmw in
terms of attendance, his fans
comprised the standing room
only crowd (Anne-Marie Shaia
and Lisa En tress)
which
cheered us on. It was unclear
whether the glare from the
lights or the glare from the
rock on Anne-Marie's hand
caused the opposing team to
miss so many fly-balls .
The tenor of the game is
best
understood
through
contemplation of the fact that
by the end, the opposition had
adopted the pmctice of risking
bodily harm by stepping into
the path of the baU, in order
that they might be beaned and
take a base.
Be assured, if there's
grass on the field . . . we'll
play ball.

BICYCLE SALES AND SEIMCE
WlGE SELECTION Of BIKES AKJ
ACCESSORES

ONE YEAR fREE SERVICE ON All
NfWBlKES

TREK

2~t9-9'58

-

Once again the boys and
girls of summer dropped their
briefs and grabbed their bats
for the annual P.A.D. softball
classic. As always, this year' s
contest pitted the incoming first
years against the tenacious
veterans of the returning
classes.
And this year, as
always, the second and third
years claimed overwhelming
victory despite the final score.
Yetemn right fielder, Frank
"oops" Laruffa, summed up the
game, "I can't believe they lost
even though they scored more
runs than we did."
A rare
occurence indeed.
The early innings found
the two teams evenly matched,
"iron
lung"
with
George
Leedom on the mound and
David "pit-bull" Ziemer behind
the
plate
advising
each
opposing batter, "you might as
well swing - that's about as
good as he can pitch." Sean
"Dunkin '" McDonough even
purposely dropped his beer to
make a run-stopping throw to
the plate, but the rookies soon
found the gaps in the second
and third years' patented swiss
cheese defense.
A tall first year named
Scott something (my apologies
until the composite comes out)
slammed a IDwertng nomer

'to

start a first year rally that put
the game out of reach.
Apparently, there's some sort
of correlation between the
LSAT
and
team
batting
average, because both seem to
increase with each incoming
class.
Possibly Faye Shealy
should conduct a study on this
phenomena.
A feeble comeback attempt
by the second and third years
fell short The futile rally was
instigated by Fred "Ivan"
Reese, as he took first base
intentionally
letting
after
himself be hit by a pitch (yes,
it's against the rules to take a
base after being hit by a pitch
in slow-pitch softball, but no
one would volunteer to try to
explain that to Fred).
The beer (which was nice
and cold and responsible, as
always, for the veteran's loss)
ran out somewhere around the
seventh inning. So the second
and
third
year
bmintrust
decided to accept defeat rather
than attempt to continue the
game and risk the onset of
sobriety. Special thanks to
P.A.D.
which
smoothly
organized this year's classic
(they bought the keg) once
again, and all those who
showed up to play and cheer.
Final observatory note:
first
year spectator attendance was
conspicuously low this year,
which would lead one to
believe that a correlation also
exists between LSA T medians
and fear of engaging in social
activities. Let's try and nip
this trend in the bud. Fun is
good.

